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Pre-Flight ~ by Ralph Sickinger
Random Thoughts
So, again I'm thinking about the McConnellsburg HG Fest prize raffle. A few
months ago I floated the idea of using a
computer to register the ticket numbers,
and using software to electronically pick
the winners. The major advantage of
this would be that people wouldn't need
to look at their ticket numbers (in the
dark) when a number is picked from that
hat. I still think that this idea has a lot of
potential! I also felt that in previous
years, it seemed like one person would
walk away with a large number of
prizes. I was told that typically, those
people had actually bought large numbers of tickets. Okaaayyy... so I decided to test that theory this year, and
bought a larger number of tickets than
usual. (I was hoping to win the discount
for a new glider, so I thought of it as
more of an "investment".) Anyway, the
result was that I did win more prizes
than in the past. In fact, if I hadn't let
some of my prizes go to other people, I'd
be the proud owner of three identical
pairs of Flytec flying gloves, which is
two pair more than I need! Still, I have
my doubts about how well-mixed those
tickets were. The numbers that I had
were in the range of 8300 to 8330. The
last four numbers drawn were (in order):
8324, 8326, 8323, and 8325, which resulted in my winning all of the following prizes: a can of Spam, a pin wheel, a
bubble blowing kit, and signed photo-

copy (yes, that's a photocopy, NOT an
actual photograph) of Cragin Shelton.
Be still, my beating heart. Me thinks
that someone's hand helped guide the
outcome of the drawing, and it wasn't
Fate. I'd call that a really good argument in favor of a computerized drawing... you can't tamper with the drawing
software! (Unless you're the person

writing the software, but I would never
do something like that...) One way or
another, things are definitely going to be
different next year!
Birds of a Different Feather
Wow - I've finally managed to get some
decent flying!
After a disasterous
Spring and Summer, I've finally had a
few really enjoyable outings, including
High Rock, the Pulpit, and even Wood-
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stock! One of the most memorable outings was a short soaring flight at High
Rock... The winds were light, and it was
only just barely soarable - at least for us
humans. There were plenty of red-tailed
hawks floating around, and they didn't
seem to be having any trouble at all! On
my second flight though, I was making
passes back and forth in front of the
Rock, and as I finished a
turn, I saw one of the hawks,
wings outstretched, flying in
"formation" with me, just
off my wing. He was only
about 30 feet away from me,
and the feeling of soaring
with him, was just awesome.
People ask me all the time
what hang gliding is like;
and my answer to them is
this: Have you ever seen
birds circling above a highway; with their wings
stretched out, making lazy
circles in the sky? And have
you ever wondered what it would be like
to fly like that? I know what that feels
like. And then I just smile. :-)
Training Daze
As much fun the flying has been in the
last few months, I have to remind myself
that I'm still subject to Newton's laws,
most significantly, what goes up, must
come down (eventually). It seems like
(See PRE-FLIGHT, on page 14)
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Prez Sez ~ by Lauren Tjaden
“I don’t understand how people can
give up hang gliding once they’ve
started to soar.” Paul shook his head.
“It’s the most spectacular sport in the
world. You fly – literally – with hawks.
You see the world from a
new, different perspective.
Cross country is an endless
adventure, learning to thermal, figuring out where to
find lift. It’s all I want to
do. And the people are the
best I’ve ever met. How can
somebody give that up?”
I’ve been thinking about
Paul’s question ever since.
How can a pilot, once he
has tasted a cloud or two,
consider giving up the
sport? And it’s the most
understandable thing in the world,
really.
Part of it is the inconvenience. In my
opinion, to stay current you should fly,
say, at least twice a month. And even
that’s really not enough. We’re talking
about a sport where if you screw up it
can kill you. It’s not table tennis. The
weather can be a problem, particularly if
you only have weekends off. We joke
about hang-waiting, but it can be impossible to find good flying days, even if
you are dedicated. Paul and I are lucky
that we can often rearrange our schedule
to allow us to fly on the most promising
days.
Of course, the less you fly, the less competent you become, and the more your
confidence suffers. Diminished confidence leads to diminished enjoyment.
Also your ability to fly in different conditions diminishes, which leads to even
less flying, and even less competence.
For example, I haven’t foot launched
much lately. Since I feel I need to polish
my skills at the training hill before flying the mountains again, I miss both the
chance to foot launch and to fly on decent mountain days. It’s a downward
spiral.
Fear can also be a reason a pilot abandons the sport. For me, competence is
my biggest ally against fear, which is

one reason I fly so much. Nevertheless,
even when I feel that I am flying well
and safely, when friends have horrific
accidents or die, or even have near
misses, it’s impossible not to consider

my own vulnerability and mortality.
This is even more true when the pilot
suffering the accident appears to have
been flying safely and within reasonable
limits and conditions. It is always easier
to dismiss an accident if we feel the
pilot behaved stupidly and that we
wouldn’t duplicate their mistakes,
whether or not it is true. I would add
here that this is one more reason that we
as individual pilots need to fly in the
most responsible manner, because our
actions affect many more people than
ourselves.
Fear and lack of convenience are only
the frosting on the donut, though. I think
that the biggest problem is simpler.
Married pilots, or those with a SO, often
have to choose between flying and their
mates. Paul and I are tremendously
lucky to share the sport. We don’t have
to choose between going flying and being with each other.
I want to support Paul in all of his interests, but if I didn’t fly, I wouldn’t want
to spend my days off hanging out at
Ridgely or Woodstock. Picking Paul up
would be fun for about five minutes.
Picture this: I climb in my car and drive
around by myself and try not to get lost.
Woo-hoo. Thrills. And even if I could
be convinced to spend some of my time
like that, I would want Paul to spend at
least one of his days off a week with
—3—

me, doing something that we both like.
I’m sure many wives feel the same way.
The pilots that aren’t already committed
to relationships also face tough choices.
Even though a great camaraderie is evident between most pilots, there aren’t
many women pilots, or even women
around the scene. A woman pilot with
one leg and a beard and would still be
overwhelmed with dates.
Single male pilots often have to choose
between doing activities where they
might meet women and flying. Almost
any other activity provides more opportunity to meet women. You name it.
Scuba. Bowling. Antiquing. Most people want to be with somebody, though.
Almost all of us want someone to love
and be loved by. Or at least to get some
action occasionally.
The common perception is that hang
gliding is unacceptably dangerous,
though, and that pilots are usually young
men with undeveloped brains and excess testosterone. My own mother asked
if I didn’t have anything to live for
when I started flying, and begged me to
go back to upper level eventing (a sport
involving horses, speed, and jumping
huge obstacles that don’t fall down
when hit). Trying to explain that hang
gliding can be relatively safe, even to
my family, is difficult. I felt I needed to
hide my overwhelming grief from them
this spring, because I couldn’t face arguing with them about my own flying.
Again, I am lucky to have a spouse who
understands my addiction, who wants
that hit of fresh air as much as I do, that
I can talk to.
Therefore, my mission in this sport, my
contribution is to figure out how to attract more new pilots into the sport, and
in particular attract more new women
pilots into the sport. I have some ideas,
starting with supporting our tow parks
and our foot launch instructors in the
most aggressive ways possible, but I
want your input, also. That’s what my
next column will address: possible solutions.
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Coming Down to Earth ~ by Brian Vant-Hull
The Pulpit Fly-In
I was the first pilot to arrive at the Pulpit
after the Hurricane. It look undisturbed
but forlorn under the damp mist that fell
through the early evening. There were a
few ruts going up the hill from the
neighbors riding their ATV up it, so I
searched them out; sweet kids who gave
me rueful grins when I pointed out they
were ruining our grass. Don't foresee
any more problems with
that. I gave up plans of
camping out that night and
coasted down to the 'Burg
for dinner. For showers and
rain insurance I was sharing
a room at Johnnie's with
Cavanaugh, and knew he'd
likely give up his own plans
of spending the night up top
once the damp soaked into
his bones. I had met the
owner of Johnnie's, Bear,
briefly before, and wasn't
surprised that he didn't recognize me; but at the mention of Mark's
name he handed over a key with no
questions, nothing to sign, utterly trusting anyone who would shack up with
the guy.
When Cavanaugh
finally did show
(after discovering
that even lighter
fluid refused to catch
fire in association
with the hurricanedrenched wood) I was introduced to one
of the inside secrets of the Fly-In. Bear
had been rather taciturn with me, but as
soon as Mark stepped in the door wide
grins broke out all over, Bear became
rolling and jolly, and a period of catching up ensued as other pilots poked their
faces in the office. We fly and party on
a bed of human relations, and a strong
one has been cultivated with the owner
of the cheapest motel/diner in the area.
Say what you will about the food or linens, this place is golden, and deserves
our patronage so long as Bear feels it's a
treat to have us and considers us friends.

much of a hitch (Okay, there were unfortunate consequences of me believing
the weather channel when they said
there'd be a west cross despite the evidence of my own eyes). It's always a
blessing when we get to fly at the Pulpit
during the Fly-In, and for some reason
people felt compelled to congratulate me
for it. Gotta tell someone you're happy
I guess. Since the weather was only
slightly conducive to XC, Bacil ex-

The new paraglider launch was inaugurated by the flight of Dave Tymms from
Australia. This was unexpected, as the
slot still needs a lot of work. Matthew
followed. Seeing the first paraglider
wing ever to grace the McConnellsburg
ridge filled me with pride: proud of Ellis
and Sparky for having the grit to start it,
proud of the rest of us for digging in
there beside them. May we have the
perseverance to develop it fully.

tended his resposibilities as Comp Director and opted not to fly in favor of
assisting nearly everone at launch.
Ralph took a digital launch sequence of
nearly everyone as well. This type of

So we had our dinner, awards, and bonfire. Gary Smith's video footage kept us
entertained through dinner, but at some
point the blare of the CRT gave way to
the soft crackle of flame and the strumming of guitars. This is the magic that
pulls our thoughts away from the weekday pace into a softer, more primitive,
more human state of being. The circle
never seems quite big enough to include
everyone, but as folks drift off into the
night and the guitarists become more
mellow with beer and less inhibited by
the spotlight, the bond between those
remaining warms and floats free from
the rest of the world. You'll never get
me to believe the cave men were brutes they spent too much time sitting around
their fires.

Seeing the first paraglider wing ever
to grace the McConnellsburg ridge
filled me with pride

The next day dawned with promising
weather. Things rolled along without

unselfish dedication embodies the true
spirit of a Fly-In, and is what keeps people coming back year after year.
It was not a great flying day, yet a few
individuals had the experience to pick
the right time of day to launch, and the
skill to loft themselves over the double
ridge and land out. Their names will be
found in the Awards section. The lift
band was rather tight, but people generally managed to spread themselves out
pretty well. I opted to launch right before a flush cycle, and after viewing
some of the ensuing carnage was grateful that I got sucked out of the bottom
instead of the middle.
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Sunday was sled day at Bill's.
Could have set up the spot I
guess, but didn't have the heart
for it. Matthew may have set
the site record for the number
of paragliding flights in one
day. One barely turn around
without tripping over him pulling his
bag out again. As the party drifted off in
divers directions, a few of us retired to
the Pulpit once more, rebuilt the fire,
roasted some burgers, and worked on
depleting the keg. Somebody had to do
it.
Every time I spend an evening in our
little glen, encircled by trees, sheltered
by a grassy ridge with ramps leaning
into the wind, I wonder why I don't
camp here more often. There's a security I get from being on that patch of
ground not to found anywhere else. It's
our place. Let's not forget that.
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~ by Matthew Graham

No one ever really thought it would be
possible to launch a paraglider from the
Pulpit. Various schemes had been discussed for filling in the rocks below
launch with endless truckloads of dirt to
build up a slope. I came up with a plan
to build a huge ramp to replace the old
ramp on the left. However, all of these
plans were considered to be too costly
and impractical. Then Ellis and Sparky
had the brainstorm of just cutting down
the brush between the two ramps. At
the Pulpit clean-up his year, they (with
the help of other hang glider pilots)
hacked away all of the bushes and little
trees. The cleared area still didn’t look
promising. But Ellis tried to inflate her
glider that day and pioneer the site. The
light and variable winds failed to cooperate with her plan.
David Timms, an Australian paragliding
instructor now living in Mechanicsburg,
PA, came to the Pulpit Fly-in a couple
of weeks later, took a look at the newly
cleared area and simply said “I’ve
launched from worse.” He laid out several tarps to cover up the remaining
sticks and stumps and then briefed me
on how to successfully launch a paraglider in such a flat and restricted space.
The area is so shallow that an assistant
is needed to provide a launch push to
clear some rather gnarly looking rocks.
Sparky or Ellis should have been the
first ones to take this giant leap. But
Ellis was home with a sore shoulder and
Sparky had to leave early. I didn’t want
to be the test pilot-guinea pig for this
new launch. But I told David that if he
managed to launch, then I’d give it a try.
Late in the afternoon as I flew my hang
glider and scratched low on the ridge, I
saw David inflate his canopy, take-off
and soar. As I was already sinking out
at the time, I made a beeline to the LZ
and begged for a quick ride back up to
launch. The winds back up top were
dead and David had already landed.
Ever being the optimist, I laid out my
canopy and Bacil briefed me on how he
helped David launch. To my surprise,
the wind started to trickle in at a few
miles per hour. With about a 5mph

Inflate the canopy, turn and run, and then, with a little
help from his friends, Matthew takes off!
breeze, I pulled the canopy into the sky,
turned around and started to run as Bacil
charged behind me and pushed me up
and away from terra firma. There wasn’t enough lift to soar. But I hugged the
ridge in the end of day buoyant air and
easily made the primary LZ. The entire
flight was far easier than I ever imagined. What a blast it would be to soar a
paraglider at the Pulpit and go over the
back.
On October 18th everyone and his
brother seemed to show up at the Pulpit.
Karen and I arrived at noon to find overcast skies and light winds. Everyone
was hang-waiting for sunshine or
stronger winds. Conditions, however,
were perfect for paragliding! I didn’t
have any tarps. I laid out the canopy
with the help of Karen and a few others
and managed to build a wall without
—5—

Heading down the ridge...
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catching my lines in the various stumps.
Cavanaugh offered to provide the launch
push. He missed the cue, however, and I
went charging off under just my own
power. I skimmed over the rocks by less
than a few feet. Yikes!

small tarp to cover some of the sticks and
tried inflating the wing at a few different
spots. None of the new locations worked
and I kept catching lines on a seemingly
n e v e r ending assortment of
twigs. On
one inflation, the glider overshot me and collapsed
on top of my group of helpers, which
included Karen, Holly, Steve Padgett,
Craig and Rance. While we untangled
the mess, Dave Proctor climbed up on the
right ramp in his Litespeed. I told Dave
to go ahead and launch. But he wanted
me to go first. So on my fourth attempt, I
pulled the wing up cleanly and Craig
imparted a perfect launch push.
I
climbed quickly away from the ground
and headed down the ridge still gaining
altitude. Proctor jumped in behind me. I
moved off the ridge and into the valley to
stay out of his way. A topless glider
looks a lot faster and very menacing
when viewed from a paraglider. I had a
vision of Darth Proctor slicing through
my lines!

There was no ridge lift. But I found a
few patchy thermals out in the valley that
rewarded me with an extendo. I landed
in the field directly in front of launch and
Karen retrieved me. Everyone was still
hang waiting back at launch. “So, what
the Hell,” I thought. I’ll give the paraglider another try. This time I found a

There really wasn’t any ridge lift—just
thermals bumping up against the mountain. I climbed to a few hundred feet
above launch only to lose it all and fall to
a hundred below. After a few ups and
downs, I hit some big sink and headed
out to the secondary LZ. At 300 below
launch, I found the big one. I cranked

Floating above the valley...

Gaining altitude...

Fall 2003

over a turn and started climbing. Mark
Cavanaugh and several others were also
now in the sky. Cavanaugh and Proctor
joined me in the thermal and we climbed
up to cloud
base
at
3700 over.
Every other
cloud was
below us. It was wild to be looking down
at all of these other clouds. I turned
downwind to escape any potential cloudsuck while Cavanaugh and Proctor stayed
with the massive thermal. Paul Tjaden
radioed that he had already gone over the
back and landed near Lemasters. Out in
the blue I found another thermal just past
the school that took me back up to 3000
over. From there I went on glide to Lemasters where I found a few bubbles that
should’ve worked. I’d make one complete rotation as my vario chimed and
thought “I’ve got it now”. And then I’d
lose it. And then I’d catch again. And
lose it again. It was very annoying. I
drifted past Lemasters another mile or so
and landed in a huge field adjacent to
Lemar Road—8.3 miles from launch.
Cavanaugh made it a few miles more to
Upton and Proctor made it about 20 miles
to Chambersburg. Tom took the last train
over the back in another thermal and
made 24 miles to Waynesboro. I didn’t
have the longest XC of the day. But it
was the first paragliding XC at the Pulpit.
And I made it 1.2 miles farther than
Paul “Lawn Dart” Tjaden.

I pulled the wing up cleanly, and
Craig imparted a perfect push!

Matthew and Dave
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High above launch!
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Crashing at the Pulpit
We all have memories that stay with us forever.
One of mine is a post that Matthew Graham
wrote shortly after one of my earliest mountain
flights. It went something like this: “Ralph
Sickinger executed a brilliant spot landing. Why
he chose Paul Tjaden for his spot remains a
mystery”. What actually happened was that
Ralph’s glider stayed in ground effect longer
than he had anticipated. As he realized he was
about to hit me, Ralph threw a hard and early
flare. In doing so, he popped up high and landed
in a heap just a couple of feet behind my keel,
saving both of us from injury and glider damage.
A year and a half later – at the Pulpit once
again – I found myself on the giving end of a
similar incident, with poor Howard Wagner as
my unintended target. This time, however, the
outcome wasn’t so good. While Howard and I
emerged unhurt, both of our gliders required
significant repair. Howard’s Eagle got the worst
of the damage and, as of this writing, is still not
back from Steve Wendt’s repair shop. How and
why did this happen? As with all accidents,
there were several steps leading up to the collision.
The setting was the annual Pulpit fly-in in September. I was concluding an hour and forty
minute flight on my Litespeed that had involved
a 14 mile ridge run, helping my team win the
overall title.
As I approached the LZ, I noticed several gliders in the break down area, and others being
moved across the field in that direction. Apparently, while I had been south on the ridge, a
flush cycle had occurred, sending everyone
scurrying down. I also noticed that the LZ was
broken up by areas of tall corn, leaving numerous “landing strips” with various headings.
Howard was carrying his glider down a strip the
windsock appeared to favor. He crowded to the
right side of the strip, thinking I might choose to
land there. I suspected that the wind actually
was calm and the wind sock had “died” in that
position, but I couldn’t radio to anyone on the
ground because my radio was tuned to a “team”
frequency and none of my team members were
in the LZ. I decided I had plenty of room to fly
by Howard, so I started my approach.
(See CRASH on page 10)
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~ by Paul Tjaden
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~ by Sue Clapsaddle
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Sue Clapsaddle is an aspiring photographer from the McConnellsburg area. She
enjoys taking pictures of hang glider pilots, and wants to share the beauty of flying
with the rest of the world. This is the third fly-in that she has attended. ~ Ed.
—9—
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(CRASH, continued from page 7)
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McConnellsburg Fly-In Award Winners

I made my customary fast and low turn to final but had a problem
straightening the glider. Might have been a bit of turbulence or it
could have been bad technique. I decided to reach up for my left
downtube so that I could pull it tight into my shoulder and stop
the turn to the right. As I did so, my glove tangled in my side
wire, delaying my response. When I finally untangled myself and
was able to grab my downtube, the glider had wrapped up in an
even steeper turn to the right. I was on a short trajectory aimed
towards Howard and his Eagle. I kept fighting it back to the left
but to no avail. I’ll always remember when our eyes met and we
both knew a collision was imminent. Talk about your “deer in the
headlights.”
At the last moment, I threw my base tube out hard in a flare, hoping to pop over the top of Howard. I almost made it, too. but my
right flying wire caught the Eagle’s leading edge just inches from
the nose and a spectacular tumble occurred. When I felt the impact, I was certain it was going to be bad. After the spinning
stopped, I was amazed to find my worst injury was a small scrape
on my arm. Howard had pain in his back and shoulder but thankfully, it wasn’t serious. We were both lucky.
Another lucky thing (I think!) was that Gary Smith, always ready
with his camcorder, had gotten it all on video. We enjoyed viewing it many times that evening. This leads me to another interesting point. Gary’s video, especially in slow motion, was instrumental in analyzing what went wrong. Before seeing it, I was
convinced that low level turbulence had been the main culprit. I
was totally unaware of the tangled glove and the resulting missed
grab that was evident in the video. I guess there was just too
much sensory input in those few seconds for my memory to retrieve. Turbulence may have contributed but almost certainly, this
accident could have been avoided .

Personal Distance Awards
Gold
Silver
Bronze

Rick Holtz
Dave Proctor
Pat Brooks
Joe Gregor
Steve Krichton
Pat Halfhill

Paul Tjaden
Hank Hengst

1.45 hrs
1.15 hrs

Hang II Awards
Best Altitude
Best Distance

Karma Hengst
Hugh McElrath

681'
1.5 miles

Team Awards
Gold

FoFum

18 pts

Mark Cavanaugh
Matthew Graham
Joe Gregor
Paul Tjaden
Carlos Weill
Silver

Ugly Sheep

13.5 pts

Hank Hengst
Chris McKee
Kelvin Pierce
Cragin Shelton
Gary Smith
Bronze
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7.0 miles
6.3 miles
6.3 miles
4.5 miles
4.5 miles
4.5 miles

Semiofficial Duration Awards

Safer technique, such as using Greg DeWolf’s method of one
hand on the base tube and one hand on the down tube from earlier
on the approach would have solved the problem with missing my
downtube at the last second when it was so critical. An overall
more cautious attitude, rather than thinking I’m capable of such
precision flying, wouldn’t have hurt either.
You can probably come up with other suggestions but the point is
that this accident was avoidable, and was the culmination of several small errors coming together at the wrong time. In retrospect,
I was uncomfortable with the entire approach from the moment I
chose to land near Howard. Next time I’ll listen to that little voice
in my ear saying “I’m not happy with this. Let’s think it over”.

13.5 OTB miles
13.5 ridge miles
8.5 OTB miles

Honorable Mentions:
(They made it on the board!)

How? A yell down to those in the LZ would have probably gotten
me help with wind direction and kept me from risking a landing
in such close proximity to another glider.
Turning onto final higher and further away from my touchdown
point would have given me a greater opportunity to stabilize my
glider on approach.

Hank Hengst
Paul Tjaden
Pete Lehmann

Team X
Don Compasino
Mark Gardner
Rick Holtz
Steve Krichton

11.5 pts
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~ by Matthew Graham

“You’re going to get really hot in those pants on the hike,” Paul
says to me as I’m loading my paraglider into the back of the
truck.
“Hike? What hike?” I respond.
“Didn’t Dexter tell you about the hike up to launch?”
“No. No one told me about a HIKE!”
“Hmmm...” Paul says. “Too bad you’re not wearing shorts.
Cause you’re going to get really hot.”
My wife and I had been flying in Maui for three days -- up at
the crack of dawn each day for sledders and extendos at Polipoli before a blanket of clouds rolled in. Polipoli is essentially
a 2800 foot high training hill. The LZ is at 3200’ msl with
launches at 3500’, 4100’ and 6000’. Generally, the site is flyable until almost noon. But we happened to be there when the
trade winds had mysteriously shut down. Hence, the clouds
formed earlier than usual. Wispies arrived by 9:30 am and
even the LZ whited out by 10:30. On our first morning, I only
got in one flight from the high launch, Ferns, before it disappeared into the mist. But the 4100’ launch (Echo’s) remained

“Echo’s” Launch Site.
us back up to whichever launch remained cloudless after each
flight. There’s a weekly flying fee of 45 dollars. Dexter spent
most of the time giving tandems to tourists. But he’d still offer
advice to us and other visiting P2s.
Most launches were dead air forward runs. Doing this at 6000’
on a flat slope in 80+ degree F heat is no easy feat. But being
eager new pilots, we cranked out numerous flights. We did
have a whopping 3-5 mph breeze on our last morning and Dexter taught us the walking launch. He just strolled along until
the glider came over his head. He paused to inspect the canopy

View from Polipoli.
mostly clear. Bands of fogged crept in from either side. As I
laid out my wing and prepared to launch, I asked a local if it
was clear enough to fly safely. He said, “Sure, no problem.” I
launched and, immediately, the fog closed in. I yanked off my
sunglasses and started to scan for signs of terra firma. Following small holes where I could see grass, I emerged from the
cloud after a few seconds. It was the scariest few damn seconds of my life.
The site is run by Dexter Clearwater of Proflyght Paragliding.
His assistant Paul Shepkobombos worked as driver and ferried

Matthew and Dexter over Polipoli.
and then ran off the hill. I’m so used to running like I’m pulling a truck that I had trouble believing my own eyes. I gave it
a shot and, amazingly, it worked. With a bit of breeze, I hoped
that the trade winds might return and we could fly the coastal
site. The wind, however, was short lived. Dexter informed us
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

about another site near the town of Lahaina. But it required
catching a thermal to make it to the LZ—a ten to one glide.
Otherwise, it’s a landing in cactus fields or downhill on a rutted
dirt road bordered by barbed wire fences. Having watched me
work small areas of lift to extend some of my flights at Polipoli, Dexter deemed me worthy to give it a try. Karen didn’t
feel ready for such a risky task. She agreed, however, to come
and drive the truck back down to the LZ.
Later that afternoon Karen and I met up with Dexter, Paul and
local pilots Vinnie and Ross. This is when I found out about
the hike. “Oh yeah,” Dexter says, “There’s a mile and a half
hike up a steep dirt path through the jungle to get to launch.
Didn’t I tell you about it?”
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gle. Loose red clay, sinkholes, thorny bushes and exposed
roots combine to make it a totally miserable experience. By the
time I arrive at launch, the others have already laid out their
canopies. The clearing has tall grass and weeds, no wind and a
ditch at the bottom of the slope. Great! I drop my pack and
look out to the horizon to find the LZ, a school field… way,
way far away. There is nothing but tiger country between
launch and the LZ.
I pull off my sweat-soaked T-shirt and sit on my pack to catch
my breath. Dexter, Vinnie, Ross and Paul all debate as to who
will go first as Karen helps me spread my wing. A helicopter
flies over and checks us out. Several companies provide helicopter tours around the island. Paul says that they know to
keep their distance from us but that I shouldn’t drift too far
behind launch.

Karen hops up in the front of the Ford pickup truck with Ross
and Vinnie while I pile into the truck bed with Dexter and Paul
and all of our gear. “Don’t rest your feet on the tailgate,”
notes Paul. “The latch is bad and it opens whenever we hit a
bump.” We ride down the highway a few miles and pull off
onto a dirt road. As this road has many bumps, the three of us
spread out over the gear forming a human cargo net. On three
occasions, the tailgate flies open and Ross stops just before we
all slide out. The road goes from bad to worse to nothing more
than a narrow gully before we reach the trailhead. While everyone else is stowing water and adjusting packs, Ross starts up
the path. “I’m a pretty slow walker.” He says. “You’ll catch
me soon enough. Just follow the slow black man.” In unison,
Vinnie, Paul and Dexter start singing like munchkins, “follow,
follow, follow, follow…. follow the slow black man.”
I load up my pack with several bottles of water and start up the
trail. It’s brutal. The temperature is 90+ and the humidity
hangs on me like a layer of heavy syrup. Karen, devoid of a
pack says, “Come on. It’s not so bad.” One by one the others
pass me. I turn
out to be the
slow white man.
The waist belt
on my pack
doesn’t
cinch
tight
enough
and the full
weight of the
pack
h a n gs
from my shoulders. I have to
walk bent over
like Quasimodo.

Matthew on the trail.

I drink down
two of my bottles of water on
the 35-minute
hike. The trail
is no more than
water run off
through the jun-

Dexlahiana.
Light thermals begin to blow up the slope and Vinnie tries several times to inflate a huge old tandem glider that resembles a
circus tent. He only succeeds in ensnaring Dexter in the lines.
This prompts Dexter to advise me not to launch unless the wing
is up, centered and perfectly inflated. I was kind of hoping that
Dexter would stick around and not launch until after me. But
as soon as Vinnie regroups, another thermal comes in and Dexter, Paul and Ross are off. Vinnie launches behind them, leaving Karen and I alone. Launch is 1200’ high and part of a se-
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ries of verdant peaks that extend behind and on both sides of
launch. The view is fantastic— lush hills leading down to a red
clay desert speckled with cactus. Beyond the desert lies town
and a series of white beaches and the turquoise ocean. Dexter
had told me that I could fly out over the ocean if I could arrive
there with 1000 feet.

Fall 2003

field. Total flight time—33 minutes.
As I’m packing up, Ross walks up wearing his pack. He had
sunk out and landed on the road about a mile away. He says
that landing on the road isn’t all that bad. After another twenty
minutes, Karen arrives and I’m more than ready to get back to
the hotel, shower and have a cold beer. But life can never be
that simple. For some reason that Ross couldn’t really explain,
there’s a gate at the end of the road. And while it was open
earlier, it’s now locked
and we can’t make the 4
mile drive back to where
I left my rental car. “It
might be an hour or more
before someone comes
by and unlocks it,” says
Ross.

Dex, Paul and Vinnie beam out and head to the left as Ross
struggles to stay up out in front. While double checking our
radios, Karen and I lose
sight of Ross and Karen
gives me a look that says,
“are you sure you want to
do this?” I put on a nylon flying shirt and helmet and climb into my
harness just in time for
the wind to die. We
So I decide to hitch-hike
wait… and wait… and
back. I look like Hell—
wait.
Finally a puff
covered in dirt and sweat
comes in and I yank on
and having the worst case
the wing, only to have it
of helmet hair in my life.
come up crooked and fall
After being passed by
to the side. I try two
dozens of vehicles, a
more times with similar
real-life hippy in a dilapiresults. I tell Karen that I
dated Voltzwagon microwant to give it one more
van picks me up. I halftry. Finally, a relatively
expect Cheech and
straight breeze blows up
Chong to be in the back
the hill and I get the wing
seat. We start talking
over my head using a
Matthew in the air over Lahaina.
and I tell him about parareverse. As I turn around
gliding. He can’t believe that people can fly just using a paraand start running, the left side starts to drop. I run left to corchute and wants to know about taking lessons. After he drops
rect, pour on the speed and see the ditch coming up fast. I tap
me off, I give him the info for Dexter’s school and I return to
the brakes to hop over it, pour on some more speed and become
retrieve Karen. We leave Ross who seems happy just listening
airborne while still flailing my legs through the brush. Still,
to the radio while he waits for the mysterious gatekeeper.
I’m forced to contour fly around a couple of small trees to
reach open sky.
Our flight leaves early the nest day. But I eventually find out
that poor Ross was stuck at the gate for almost two hours. Dex,
Thankfully, my vario begins to sing and I climb out. After a
Vinnie and Paul, however, went XC for about 4
couple of passes I start circling in 400 up. I close in on cloud
miles. But still, one question plagues me. I wonder
base and drift behind launch towards the higher peaks. Then
if that hippy ever got high. You know what I mean.
Karen radios up and reminds me about the helicopters. Stupid
helicopters!
I head out over the desert, not losing much altitude, and stumble into another big fat bubble. It takes me up to base at 3300’.
The ocean looks pretty close now-- time to reach the beach. I
arrive at 1500’ and continue out over the water. Looking back
over my right shoulder to make sure I’m past the shoreline, I
eek a bit beyond where water meets sand at 1200’. Woo hoo! I
never thought that I’d fly over an ocean, even if it was just a
little over the ocean. I turn left to make a pass and notice that
the coastline dips in below me. I’m actually way out over the
ocean! Well, that’s enough fun for one day. I fly back over
the town to the LZ, which is just on the other side of the beach
road. Still at 800’, I find a small thermal and expect to climb
back up. But I keep losing it and re-finding it at lower and
lower altitudes. At 400’ I give up and land in the huge grassy

For more information, contact Proflyght at:
www.paraglidehawaii.com
(808)874-5433
GETTING THERE:
See Hawaiian Airlines, www.hawaiianair.com, or discount sites: orbitz.com, airgorilla.com, cheaptickets.com or hotwire.com. Most hotels in Maui cost an arm and a leg-- I was able to find a one-bedroom
condo in the town of Kihei for less than 50 dollars per night using
hotwire.com. The best bet on a rent-a-car is an extended cab compact
truck from Budget, www.budget.com, for 20 dollars per day.
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(PRE-FLIGHT, continued from page 2)

Wing Things
147 WW ULTRASPORT
and Z-3 harness with 20 gore PDA chute, new lengthened bridle and paraswivel all in
very good condition. low approx.50 hrs. on glider. asking $1700.00 for all.
Contact: randyb@snip.net or 610.948.3823 (Valley Forge, PA)
UP TRX
Very good to excellent condition. Being sold by a father who recently lost his son
(non-flying incident). $1000. or best offer. Direct sale by owner.
Contact: Rich Hays (Maryland School of Hang Gliding) 410.527.0975
144 Klassic
100 hours, very good condition, winglets, XC and stock bag, spare stuff.
14M Combat 2
Last year’s hottest comp ship, mylar sail, excellent condition, looking to trade up to
the current hot 13M AEROS glider. Will deal with motivated pilots.
Contact: Mitch Shipley 814.861.4072
e: mns10@psu.edu
Vision Eclipse 17
Very good condition, owner retiring. $300.00
Flight Designs Lancer
Best offer
Mark IV 19
10 hours airtime. Includes Pac-Air parachute, wheels and harness. $1300.00
WW XC 155
Includes winglets. wheels and folding basetube. Relatively low airtime-collecting
dust. (Now flying an Eagle) Asking $700.00
Contact: Rich Hays (Maryland School of Hang Gliding) 410.527.0975
To place or change an ad, send e-mail to: skyline@chgpa.org
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it's been a month or more since I've
had a good landing in the mountains.
It's really frustrating to have a nice
soaring flight, and then end it by landing on your face in some field. Especially when the conditions are fairly
benign, and there really isn't any excuse for not having landed on my feet.
After my third botched landing in a
row, I decided that enough was
enough, and that it was time to go
back to the training hill. I finally got
the chance to practice landings on a
clear and windless Thursday; I took
the day off from work, and headed out
to Highland Aerosports for some pattern tows and practice. It was a beautiful day - sunny, clear blue sky,
warm, but not too hot. Wind was
minimal (light and variable), which
was ideal for preparing for the typical
late-day mountain landing, when the
LZ is in a wind shadow, and has almost no wind. I made an adjustment
in my technique, which helped, but I
was still doing a fair amount of running after landing to keep the control
frame off of the ground. Late in the
afternoon, Sunny finished doing tandems, and happened to watch one of
my landings. I talked to him, and he
told me that my hands were too low
on the downtubes when I flared. Ok;
so off I went to do another tow.
Again, my landing was better, but still
not "right". When I came back to the
flight line, I put the glider back on the
dolly, and this time Sunny had me
hang upright in my harness, as if I
were landing, then he repositioned my
hands and explained where they
should be during my approach, when
they should move up, where they
should move to, and when to flare.
On the next landing, I flared like
Sunny told me to, except that I did it
with the same timing that I had been
using with my old, weak, inefficient
flare. Throwing the downtubes out
and up like I was supposed to, with
that much energy still in the glider,
resulted in the glider standing on it's
tail, and coming to a dead stop in midair! My legs actually swung forward
a little bit, before they resettled underneath the glider. I remember thinking
“WHOA!” and then “Ok, I get it now
- so that's how it's done!”. I went
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back to the flight line for one last tow, just to make sure that the
previous landing hadn't been a fluke. My last landing of the day
wasn't quite as crisp, but it was still a lot better than anything I had
done in the previous two months of flying. I feel good about my
training day, but I also learned something important: if you feel like
your skills are suffering, it's certainly good to go back to a training
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Schools, Dealers and Flight Parks
Blue Sky Flight Park
(Steve Wendt)
540.432.6557 or 804.241.4324
www.blueskyhg.com
e: blueskyhg@yahoo.com
Minutes from Richmond, home of Blue Sky hang gliding school
and Manquin AT. Quality instruction, sewing and repairs.
Scooter tow, truck tow, aerotow and foot launch lessons. Dealer
for Wills Wing, Moyes, US Aeros, Mosquito and Doodlebug
powered harnesses. A full line of custom accessories are available. Camp, golf and fly. Paragliding towing also available.
Highland Aerosports Flight Park
(Sunny Venesky & Adam Elchin)
410.634.2700
www.aerosports.net
Offers tandem instruction, solo aerotows, and equipment sales
and service for Aeros, Airwave, Moyes, Wills Wing, High Energy, Flytec, Brauniger and more. For more information, please
visit our website.

hill to practice, but it might also be a good idea to do so in the presence of a certified instructor. It won't do you any good to practice,
if what you're practicing is not the correct technique. I could have
practiced for a month and not gotten any better at landing my
glider, had I been left to my own. Thanks to Sunny, I now have a
better idea of how to land properly. Time to go back to the mountains and see if I can't add a few good landings to my record!

Kitty Hawk Kites
1.800.334.4777
www.kittyhawk.com
Teaching the world to fly since 1974. Certified instruction from
the sand dunes to tandem towing. Full service flight park featuring towing behind a Dragonfly aerotug. Dealer for all major
manufacturers and a full service shop. Lesson packages and
camps available. Open year round. Lessons daily.
Maryland School of Hang Gliding Inc.
(Richard Hays)
410.527.0975
www.mshg.com
e: mshgflyer@hotmail.com

*** Important Announcement ***
At the next CHGPA meeting
(November 19th) the club will
vote to reduce the number of
meetings annually to 4.

Certified instruction: 25 years experience. Richard Hays is a
USHGA advanced rated Instructor-Examiner. Specializing in
foot launch flight utilizing Wills Wing Falcons and radios for
instruction. Authorized dealer for Moyes, Wills Wing, Airwave,
High Energy Sports. New and used gliders in stock. Balt./Wash.
Oldest Wills Wing dealer. Seven training sites within one hour
drive of Baltimore.
Silver Wings
(John Middleton)
www.silverwingshanggliding.com
703.533.1965
Authorized dealer for Wills Wing, PacAir, UP, and Seedwings.
He represents Ball, Sentek, Litek, High Energy, BRS, Blackhawk and many other hang gliding equipment manufacturers.
New and used gliders in stock. Demo flights available. Quality,
responsible service.

The months tentatively
selected for meetings are
Jan, April, July, and Oct.
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Directions: 0.8 mile inside the beltway on Route 1 South,
just past the Super 8 Motel (College Park exit off I-495).
Note: If coming from points north on I-95, at the
Capital Beltway stay right
at the split and then take
the immediate left exit to
Route 1 South, College
Park.
Lasick's Beef House
9128 Baltimore Blvd.
College Park MD 20740
(301) 441-2040

Chad Elchin Memorial, Ridgely, MD ~ Photo by Ralph Sickinger

Meetings are held downstairs at: Lasick’s Beef House

FALL ’03

15914B Shady Grove Road #L-197
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-1315

Next CHGPA meetings will be held:
November 19,2003
*** No Meeting in December ***
January 24, 2004

